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How can we start to heal a death  
caused by a thousand cuts?  

Or at least a serious 
malady caused by a 

half-dozen big bruises!   
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• Definitions and overview
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• Gene flow as a bioethical dilemma
• Transformation/editing recalcitrance
• Climate change/pest urgency
• Innovations proposed
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Poplar plantations are 
examples of my research 
ecosystem



Eucalypts in Brazil another example of the relevant 
ecosystem for this talk

Super productive due to conventional 
breeding – exotics, clones, hybrids, 
continued cycles of infusion and testing



Forests and sustainable intensification

Plantation forests occupy 5% of all forests and deliver 35% of industrial 
roundwood, usually with diversity preserves  

More yield = less potential impact on wild/conservation forests

Most plantations with 
a mix of production 
and reserve areas



Biotech for wild forest 
trees?  
American chestnut and 
many other wild forest 
species under threat 
worldwide 



Gene edit/GMO (GE) = “biotech” for the 
purpose of this talk – not genomic breeding 

Traditional
plant breeding

x

Variety 
A

Variety 
B

GE/GMO x
Asexual 

modification 
or insertion 
from any 

gene source

Back to 
breeders for 
integration & 

testing



Relationship of breeding and biotech

Breeding populations Biotech innovations

Polygenic:
Growth rate and 

adaptation

Oligogenic:
Specific modifications and 

novel traits

These need to be integrated in a way that does not slow 
down conventional breeding, with its growing power and 

urgency in a climate changed world 



Why is forest 
biotech 
under-
performing? 
It’s a nexus of 
problems 
constraining 
progress

Ethical unease

rDNA regulations

No-GE certification

Transformation/edit 
capacity

Gene control tools

Field 
demonstra-

tions



Nexus of problems, explained
• Ethical unease: Corporations, patents, transparency, 

plantation monocultures, GMOitis, gene flow
• rDNA regulations: rDNA-based presumption of guilt and 

impairment of effective research and integration with 
breeding

• No-GE certification: Prevention of significant use in 
research, breeding, or products on certified lands

• Transformation/edit capacity: Inability to effectively 
address a diversity of species and genotypes in breeding 
programs in reliable, cost-effective manner

• Gene control tools: Reliable systems for control of gene 
expression, excision, editing, and stability when in routine 
use or for synthetic biology innovations

• Field demonstrations: Public evidence that biotech 
modifications add significant value and do not compromise 
sustainability, or breeding progress & productivity, in field  
environments
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The social thicket: Regulations
• Assumes the method used, vs. trait novelty 

and importance, is a suitable trigger for 
regulatory oversight

• Effectively treats a GMO insertion, or anything 
but the simplest gene edit, as guilty until 
proven innocent through extensive study

• Scientific reports, such as many from the USA 
National Academy of Sciences, have 
continually called for a trait/novelty based 
regulatory system, vs. one based on method



My early attempt to help guide the 
creation of a trait- based system  



International forest biotech scientists, 
after meeting in Oxford in 1999, speak 
out about the need for field trials 



At the same time ecovandals destroy 
the only GE tree field trial in the UK



Field research continued in USA, but at a 
very low level – in large part due to risks and 
effort required for regulatory compliance 

Makes the incremental, trial and error, 
adaptive research that is the norm in forestry 
nearly impossible as each event or construct 
class requires regulatory review and decisions 
before any release to environment is allowed –
a critical obstacle to the physiological 
“tinkering” needed for key traits like drought,   
heat, and cold tolerance—or wood engineering



Cold tolerant, male-sterile GE Eucalyptus saga 
underlines importance of field-based development 

Results from first winter in 
South Carolina

Results from second winter in 
Alabama

Control

Lead Lines + Control

Lead Line

But technology seemed to fail in subsequent years. Sadly
there was no further “tweaking” undertaken to improve the trait – in 
part due to costly task of regulated field trial management and 
approvals, and of getting even a single insertion event approved. 
f    

Images provided by Arborgen 



The ~new 2020 USDA SECURE system is more 
enlightened – but improvement may be small?

What is a plausible pathway to
becoming a plant pest risk?



The social thicket: Market certification

Started by the Forest 
Stewardship Council, 
major principle:  
“genetically 
modified trees are 
prohibited”

A big deal: 
Many of the most highly 
managed forests and their 
products are certified 

~500 million hectares, 
~13% global forest area



All major forest certification systems banned  
GE trees over time
System Region GM Tree Approach / Reason

PEFC : Programme for Endorsement of 
Forest Certification

International Banned / Precautionary approach
based on lack of data

FSC : Forest Stewardship Council International Banned / Precautionary approach
based on lack of data

CerFlor : Certificação Florestal Brazil Banned via PEFC registration / 
No additional rationale

CertFor : Certficación Forestal Chile Banned via PEFC registration /
No additional rationale

SFI : Sustainable Forestry Initiative North America Banned via PEFC registration /
Awaiting risk-benefit data

ATFS : American Tree Farm System USA Banned via PEFC registration /
No additional rationale

CSA : Canadian Standards Association Canada Banned via PEFC registration /
Allows public to determine approach

CFCC : China Forest Certification Council China Banned via PEFC registration /
No additional rationale

Adam Costanza, Institute for Forest Biotechnology



In 2001 forest genetic 
and biotech scientists 
publicly criticized FSC 
for their complete ban 
on GMOs – because it 
does not allow 
relevant breeding 
research with them on 
certified lands

Helped motivate FSC to 
create a very narrow 
research exemption in 2011



In 2015, as 
evidence of 
growing pest 
epidemics and 
climate stress 
mounted, we 
pressed the 
issue further in 
another policy 
essay

…also with little effect



Petition created about GMO/gene edit ban by 
certification programs – implemented by Alliance for 
Science at Cornell University, USA



Endorsed by the largest scientific 
society of plant biologists in the world



Alerts to tens of thousands of scientists 
sent by American Association for the 
Advancement of Science - AAAS (worlds 
largest general scientific society)



1,161 signatures from all over the 
globe, majority PhDs



Letter published 
in Science about it 
(September 2019)



News article also published in Science



Led to the “FSC GE learning process” as an 
“associated use” – whereby a certified company 
can apply to do research, on non-certified land, 
but not use any GMO materials in products

The result: It helped to initiate a 
reconsideration of GMO policy by FSC



A small, slow, and limited “start,” with strong 
emphasis on risk management vs. opportunity 
assessment  

What is the value given extensive research 
already published?  Is this better than the last ~30 
years of stasis, or just a further delay tactic?  

Is this a good thing?   

Diverse expert panel formed, deliberated for 
nearly two years to develop a framework proposal 
– I was the only biotech member



The outcome: The process canceled in 
March 2023 due to internal political fights
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The problem of gene flow
• Gene flow, either as seeds, or via pollen 

where there are compatible relatives, 
creates special problems for GE acceptance

• Long distance dispersal of pollen, and 
sometimes seeds, common for trees

• Movement onto other lands and products where their 
presence is unwelcomed or economically problematic

• Potential impacts on wild populations, ferals, exotics
– Long term, evolutionary change an ethical concern?    
– Oligogenic/domestication changes trivial in face of vast 

evolutionary history and polygenic adaptations in wild?  
– Trivial in face of climate perturbations? 
– Focus instead on near-term weediness/harm?  



CRISPR to the rescue ?

Are containment technologies the answer?  My 
lab has studied many technologies over the years



But sterility can also have serious 
impacts on biodiversity, impair breeding, 
and with complex public perception

Also need long term 
studies to demonstrate 
efficacy and stability  
for recognition by 
regulatory systems
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The problem of effective  
transformation / editing
• Transformation (and regeneration) difficult, 

costly, or impossible in many genotypes
• Forest trees highly diverse, tissues often 

recalcitrant to typical treatments due to 
developmental stage or physiology

• Problematic for obtaining “clean” gene edited 
progeny from diverse genotypes to avoid 
GMO regulation



“DEV” genes can work, but need much 
more research



Populus GRF-GIF promoted transgenic shoot 
regeneration in recalcitrant P. alba ‘6K10’

Poplar GRF4-GIF1

Control (dsRed)
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But it strongly inhibited shoot formation in 
another poplar clone 

No simple solutions to
transformation of 
most woody plants yet  
– but many exciting 
developments
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Helping wild and planted 
trees cope with pests? 

Emerald ash border is 
spreading throughout 
the USA, devastating 
wild and plants ash 
trees



Why little biotech ash research 
underway given the borer “pandemic”?   

• Transformation/regeneration difficult – very little 
investment to date for ash

• Molecular basis of resistance unclear
– Gene edit + transgenics in the field would advance science 

greatly
• Regulatory barriers to field research--trait takes years 

to express and extensive field tests needed – USDA 
Secure RSR process a key capability ?    

• But still large regulatory barriers to commercial use –
to EPA any kind of GE resistant tree would be a new PIP 
“pesticide” (no EPA Secure equivalent on horizon)

• Market restrictions: “Green” certification systems



Urgency!  Devastating fires generate 
immediate need for climate-informed 
seed – let alone advanced breeding or 
biotech seed 
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Fundamental change is needed

A fundamental, international change is needed -- to 
shift focus away from the method to high risk:benefit
traits, and structured to address the high costs of 
failure to innovate due to expansive definitions of risk



Foundational changes in 
laws or regulations 
• End event-by-event 

regulation everywhere, NOW!  
• Allowance for gene flow / low 

level admixture at workable levels except where 
there is a clear and evidence-based threat to 
food supply or environment, such as....
– Probable allergens in food crops
– Genes that can tangibly exacerbate control of  

already problematic weeds 



Foundational changes in laws or 
regulations 

• NOT based on method but on the trait and host 
organism – and a high probability of harm when 
compared to... 
– Harm from the absence of a biotech solution
– Conventional breeding methods, risks, and 

uncertainties

• Standard research-scale, not GMO-stringent,  
management of gene flow 
– Removal of todays powerful GMO/gene edit 

liabilities – especially for urgent/important cases



Summary:  What is needed to make 
forest biotech relevant?  
• Basic science on gene-trait controls, gene 

control tools, and synthetic biology -- in 
important trees and crops

• Overcome the transformation bottleneck –
research new tools (e.g., DEV genes and viral 
editing tools)

• Foundational legal and marketplace innovations 
to spur public and private investment 



Summary:  What is needed to make 
forest biotech relevant?  
• Extensive, public field research with a wide 

variety of production and stress-reduction 
genes—integrated with conventional 
breeding—directed toward the climate crisis in 
all it’s manifestations

• Outcome: Rational, timely integration of 
biotech genes into breeding programs to help 
mitigate climate crisis, bolster productivity

• To matter given the pace of population growth 
and climate/pest changes, the social and 
biological innovations must be rapid and 
foundational, not incremental 



Thank you
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